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§C§SEE€$GE?%?I%1I$ES A heat removal system of the present invention includes a 
FOXCONN INTERNATIONAL INC fan (30) of a poWer supply (20), a heat sink (50) mounted to 
458 E_ LAMBERT ROAD ’ the fan, and a heat pipe (60) connecting the heat sink to a 
FULLERTON CA 9283 5 (Us) CPU (24). The heat sink includes a cylindrical base (52) and 

’ a plurality of radial ?ns (54) around the base. Four bolts (40) 
(21) APPL NO. 09 /746’595 attach the heat sink and the fan to the poWer supply. Acentral 

bore (58) is de?ned in the base of the heat sink, for receiving 
(22) Filed; Dec_ 21, 2000 one end of the heat pipe. The other end of the heat pipe is 

attached to a top surface of the CPU. Heat generated by the 
Publication Classi?cation CPU is thereby conducted to the heat sink via the heat pipe, 

and then dissipated outside of a computer enclosure by 
(51) Int. Cl.7 ..................................................... .. H05K 7/20 forced convection of the fan. 
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HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to a heat removal 
system of a computer, and in particular to a heat removal 
system in Which a CPU and a poWer supply share a fan. 

[0003] 2. Related Art 

[0004] Many electronic devices, such as Central Process 
ing Units (CPUs), generate large amounts of heat during 
operation. This deteriorates their operational stability. Typi 
cally, a heat sink is attached to an outer surface of the CPU 
to facilitate removal of heat therefrom. A fan is often 
attached to the heat sink to provide forced convection. 
HoWever, contemporary CPUs are performing tasks faster 
and faster, thus generating more and more heat. Heat sinks 
and fans are being made larger and larger along With this 
trend. The Weights of such heat sinks and fans are increasing 
accordingly. Aclip Which fastens a heavy heat sink to a CPU 
socket mounted on a mother board has limited strength. 
Thus When a computer sustains shock during normal opera 
tion, the heat sink may be dislodged from the CPU. Even if 
the clip has suf?cient strength, the socket may break aWay 
from the mother board under the Weight of the heat sink. 

[0005] Therefore, an improved heat removal system Which 
overcomes the above-mentioned problems is desired. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0006] Accordingly, an object of the present invention is to 
provide a heat removal system Which does not require 
attachment of a heat sink directly onto a heat-generating 
electronic device. 

[0007] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a heat removal system Which alloWs a fan to cool more 
than one heat-generating electronic device. 

[0008] A further object of the present invention is to 
provide a heat removal system Which ef?ciently removes 
heat from electronic devices. 

[0009] To achieve the above-mentioned objects, a heat 
removal system of the present invention comprises a fan of 
a poWer supply, a heat sink mounted to the fan, and a heat 
pipe connecting the heat sink to a CPU. The heat sink 
comprises a cylindrical base and a plurality of radial ?ns 
around the base. Four bolts attach the heat sink and the fan 
to the poWer supply. A central bore is de?ned in the base of 
the heat sink, for receiving one end of the heat pipe. The 
other end of the heat pipe is attached to a top surface of the 
CPU. Heat generated by the CPU is thereby conducted to the 
heat sink via the heat pipe, and then dissipated outside of a 
computer enclosure by forced convection of the fan. 

[0010] Other objects, advantages and novel features of the 
present invention Will be draWn from the folloWing detailed 
description of a preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion With the attached draWings, in Which: 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] FIG. 1 is an exploded vieW of a poWer supply With 
a fan, a heat sink, and a heat pipe in accordance With the 
present invention, together With a computer enclosure; and 
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[0012] FIG. 2 is an assembled vieW of FIG. 1. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

[0013] Referring to FIG. 1, a heat removal system of the 
present invention includes a fan 30 of a poWer supply 20, a 
heat sink 50, and a heat pipe 60. 

[0014] The poWer supply 20 is attached to a rear panel 10 
of a computer enclosure 1. An out?oW opening (not labeled) 
of the poWer supply 20 communicates With the rear panel 10, 
for alloWing air to pass out of the poWer supply into airspace 
outside the computer enclosure 1. The poWer supply 20 also 
de?nes an in?oW opening (not labeled) opposite the out?oW 
opening. The fan 30 is attached to an inner face of the poWer 
supply 20, such that the in?oW opening (not labeled) of the 
poWer supply 20 communicates With the fan 30. The fan 30 
de?nes four through apertures 32 at respective comers 
thereof. The heat sink 50 includes a cylindrical base 52 and 
a plurality of ?ns 54 extending radially from a circumfer 
ential surface of the base 52. Four sleeves 55 are formed at 
respective ends of four ?ns 54, corresponding to the four 
through apertures 32 of the fan 30. A through hole 56 is 
de?ned in each sleeve 55. A central bore 58 is de?ned in the 
base 52 of the heat sink 50. Bolts 40 secure the heat sink 50 
to the fan 30. 

[0015] The computer enclosure also has a side panel 12. A 
CPU socket 26 is attached to an inner surface of the side 
panel 12. A CPU 24 is mounted to the socket 26. 

[0016] Referring also to FIG. 2, in assembly, four bolts 40 
are eXtended into the respective through holes 56 of the heat 
sink 50 and the respective through apertures 32 of the fan 30 
to engage With the poWer supply 20. Thus the heat sink 50 
is securely attached to the fan 30. One end of the heat pipe 
60 is inserted into the central bore 58 of the heat sink 50, and 
is retained in the central bore 58 by conventional means such 
as interferential engagement. The other end of the heat pipe 
60 is attached to a top surface of the CPU 24 by conventional 
means such as using heat conductive glue. Thus heat gen 
erated by the CPU 24 is transmitted to the heat sink 30 via 
the heat pipe 60. The fan 30 of the poWer supply 20 is 
preferably high-poWered. The fan 30 creates forced convec 
tion, Whereby heat is removed from the heat sink 50 to 
outside of the computer enclosure 1. 

[0017] Alternative means can be employed for engaging 
the end of the heat pipe 60 With the CPU 24. One such 
alternative means includes Welding or gluing a copper plate 
to the end of the heat pipe 60. The copper plate is then 
mounted to the top surface of the CPU 24 by using clips or 
glue. 
[0018] It is understood that the invention may be embod 
ied in other forms Without departing from the spirit thereof. 
Thus, the present eXample and embodiment are to be con 
sidered in all respects illustrative and not restrictive, and the 
invention is not to be limited to the details given herein. 

1. A heat removal system adapted for removing heat from 
an electronic device, comprising: 

a fan adapted to be mounted to an inner surface of a poWer 
Supply; 

a heat sink mounted to the fan; and 
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a heat pipe connected to the heat sink and adapted to 
connect to the electronic device. 

2. The heat removal system as described in claim 1, 
Wherein the heat sink comprises a base and a plurality of ?ns 
around the base. 

3. The heat removal system as described in claim 1, 
Wherein the fan de?nes at least one through aperture there 
through, the heat sink de?nes at least one through hole 
therethrough corresponding to the at least one through 
aperture, and at least one bolt is received in the at least one 
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through aperture and at least one through hole to engage the 
heat sink and the fan to the poWer supply. 

4. The heat removal system as described in claim 1, 
Wherein a bore is de?ned in the heat sink for receiving one 
end of the heat pipe. 

5. The heat removal system as described in claim 4, 
Wherein the other end of the heat pipe is attached to the 
electronic device. 


